
HydroBloc®575 Integral
New packaging - simply brilliant!
Proofed quality in a new packaging!

Now available for small repair jobs. Integral® resins in the cartridge. Usual 310 ml cartrid-
ges filled with HydroBloc®575 Integral. The fast seller of the Integral resins with swellabil-
ity. The application out of the cartridges is directly possible with a special adapter and an in-
jection hose. A refilling in a grease gun or similar is not necessary!

Where to use Integral® cartridges

 Small repair jobs

 Post-injections

Integral® cartridges are used wherever cleaning an injection system is more work than the
actual injection.

Our offer for you!

 HydroBloc®575 Integral

Cartridge a 320 g
 carton a 12 pieces

Integral®-combi

Carton a 12 cartridges
 (inclusive 1 Adapter,
 1 cone head fitting,
 1 tube)

Integral®-Gun Nr. 74

Special gun with high power
 transfer

New available in
cartridges

Integral ® =

- only 1 component
 - no mixing

- no t-gel 

- no mistakes
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For processing:

1. Integral® cartridge

2. Integral® application gun

3. Injection tube with adapter and cone head fitting

4. Paker

Injection resins - simply brilliant!

ARCAN presents under the label INTEGRAL® a new line of injection resins with outstanding
properties. Real 2 component resins which are combined in just one component! The appli-
cation is simple and the materials are reliable storage stable.

INTEGRAL® resins set new benchmarks in injection technology!

All known problems with usual resins which are mixed on site belong to the past thanks
INTEGRAL®!

 No mixing mistakes possible

 Pot life and processing time no longer exist

 Fast and safe hardening - even with a lot of water

 No machine cleaning during work breaks

 No problems with temperature during processing

Available in 1,5/3,2/6,5 kg cans

+ + = Sealed!
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These technical information describe the present-day state of
knowledge these product. They should only inform about the
possibilities of application and could not release the applicator
of his commitment to check the possibility to use the product
for the required application. Information for processing can be
found in processing instructions of our product. Information
about safe handling can be found in our current safety data
sheet for safe handling with HydroBloc® 575 Integral.
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The Integral® System...
Injection is so easy!


